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Abstract: The democratic breakthroughs or “color revolutions” (a reference made by the media to the symbols used by opposition movements) that occurred in Georgia, Ukraine, and Kyrgyzstan resemble one another. They were sparked by electoral fraud and backed by many in the West. Moreover, they brought back nostalgic memories of the end of the Cold War. This article shows how, while covering the events in these three former Soviet republics, Western journalists depicted scenarios in a similar vein to the October 2000 Serbian election and the Czechoslovakian Velvet Revolution of 1989. Covering the recent “revolutionary” events in the post-Soviet space, the foreign reporters—using a functional scheme of being mirror, witness, and transmitter at the same time—have provoked a remarkably effective revival of the end of the Cold War portrayals.
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“Watch out . . . he’s a foreign journalist.”

—From Tintin in the Land of Soviets

Introduction

In June 2005, Ian Traynor, a foreign correspondent of the Manchester-based newspaper The Guardian, wrote a story claiming that “from the Chinese frontier to the borders of the European Union, the vast post-Soviet space has been in the grip of revolutionary fervour over the past few years—a second wave of democratization after the 1989–91 revolutions symbolized by the fall of the Berlin Wall.” He was referring to the “bloodless,” “peaceful,” “electoral,” “democratic,” or “color revolutions” that occurred in Georgia,
Ukraine, and Kyrgyzstan, respectively. Those popular upheavals were based on the October 2000 Serbian election, when democratic protests toppled Slobodan Milošević’s authoritarian regime.8

After Serbia, the democratic upheavals in the former Soviet Union shared the common feature of being centered on fraudulent elections with an opposition supported by key circles in the West. As a result, protests varying in size broke out in all three post-Soviet countries. Following a period of uncertainty, the incumbent president either resigned from office and/or the election outcome was overturned, resulting in a member of the opposition becoming president.9 All these situations ended without bloodshed (although looting was visible in Kyrgyzstan), the challengers embraced nonviolent tactics, and the incumbents did not call on state-security forces to repress the protests. Not even the opposition leaders predicted the scale and duration of the street protests.10 As in the 1989–91 period when, like falling dominos, socialist governments fell to the forces of democratization, Western journalists ran to the East to offer their perceptions to the West.

The media not only watched, they also played a crucial role11 in the years after the then-Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev came to power, as rapid developments dramatically changed the status quo. Images of influential figures in the “eastern bloc”—Mikhail Gorbachev, Lech Wałęsa, and Václav Havel—facing leaders from the “West”—Ronald Reagan, Margaret Thatcher, and Pope John Paul II—were mingled with those of the fall of the Berlin Wall and the Bucharest crowds that violently deposed Romanian tyrant Nicolae Ceausescu.12 In Moscow, an attempted coup by Soviet hard-liners failed in large part because the media was telling everyone around the globe what was happening with Gorbachev in Foros, while Yeltsin and putschists addressed a crowd from the top of a tank.13

The perception of the world aligned along East-West lines was, arguably, simpler to understand—at least as defined by the Western press. Today, readers and viewers can know almost as much as they want about distant, formerly inaccessible places such as Georgia, Ukraine, and Kyrgyzstan. However, the window on the world is now wider, but it can be disorderly and confusing to look through it. The dimension of these changes carries implications not only for journalists and news organizations everywhere, but also for the governments and the citizens they portray. Some critics argue that today there is a muddled approach to international news in the West that is especially unfortunate because it ignores the news media’s responsibility to provide the public with important information.14 The loss of the “grand-narrative” of the Cold War is highly responsible for this.15 If the public is uninterested in foreign news, it is a challenge to foreign correspondents to make their coverage more relevant and interesting. Correspondents have since developed codes and norms that guide not only their behaviors, but also their editors’ behaviors, which therefore shape the content of news stories.16 In moments of crisis such as these revolutions, the dimensions of the various roles played by the media (monitoring the surroundings, creation of collective imagination, and so on) take on its full meaning. In time of crisis, hence, the media acquire a previously unknown autonomy. Crisis—again, in this case, revolutions—allows a new side of the media to show through; the excitement provoked by the revolution also reaches the journalists. As expressed by Natalia Antelava, who covered the Georgian Rose Revolution for the BBC: “It is fun to cover, it is fun to watch.”17 At the start of the revolutions (or the speculations about a potential one) the media asserted their roles as essential elements of “democratic equilibrium” by circulating information to allow the developing crisis to be followed and the “real stakes” to be understood.18 From the start, for its respec-
tive audiences (and governments), the Western media were associated with the crises, which allowed them to play (for their audience) three different roles simultaneously:

- **Mirror:** the media are a mirror of reality; “a sometimes faithful, sometimes distorting mirror.”21 Reality is amplified through the images that the media transmit; this gives a certain definition of reality that led to a particular interpretation of the revolutions.

- **Witness:** they are a witness to reality as well. The role of the witness renders truthful that which it sees. The media were thus more than neutral observers taking note of the revolutionary events as they developed. They bore witness and, because of this, gave credibility to the events and the discourses they conveyed.20 The reporters wanted to see and hear; to be present at all stages of the revolution to ensure that their public’s right to information was well served, as they were representing “Western democratic values.”21

- **Transmitter:** the media made themselves the spokespeople of the colored groups that expressed themselves, coloring with their points of view the relation of events.22

Thus, the media are then “social actors,”23 but reporters—foreign correspondents, in this case—remain “committed observers”24 of that respective social reality. This analytical framework leads us to the point of the comparisons of the color revolutions with previous upheavals. Such emulations with the Czechoslovakian Velvet Revolution, and the October 2000 Serbian election, have been, to a great extent, artificial, driven by a desire among some to establish a pattern as to whether the causes for the political upheavals are heroic populations finally breaking their shackles, or Western conspiracies trying to establish influence via willing puppets or dupes. There were vastly different historical backgrounds and reasons for the different revolutions. Sometimes the coverage seemed naïve as foreign correspondents often have to be instant experts about places they have suddenly been sent to for the first time or know very little. The temptation to look around for reference points is very great. Most knew about the Velvet Revolution, making it an obvious comparison. Russian resurgence was a legitimate factor to explore and incorporate in coverage, and references to the Cold War were legitimate and obvious because Georgia, Ukraine, and Kyrgyzstan represent very public differences between the former Soviet Union and the West. The Russia-West divide provides a familiar framework and was certainly part of the story, but not the only one, because in the end these revolutions produced changes. Such comparisons were, in some way, attractive and provided another example of journalists’ desire to find reference points for themselves and their audiences. It was also the case that there was a strong element of completing unfinished business from 1991 when the USSR collapsed.

Foreign correspondents have long used critical incidents—such as the Eastern European revolutions and now the three color revolutions—as a way of framing the hows and whys of their journalistic practice. Those correspondents have troubles of their own, which only compound the difficulties of awakening the mass public’s interest in international affairs. In much of their work, whether routine or not, they are bedeviled by sharply rising costs, savage competition, censorship in many guises and obstacles that are deliberately raised by a large number of new nations and some older ones as well. The worst of these, in the correspondents’ view, is the increasing tendency in the West, for all its liberal tradition, to look on news and those who deal in it as tools of national and international policy.
“In the first instance, after all, foreign news is basically about relationships between people. And that can never ignored.” The public opinion polls drum away at the comparatively small global-minded audience for all but crisis foreign news. Even editors of well-respected newspapers demand that articles on the most nuanced and confused situations make sense to the average reader, which horrifies intellectuals, who are against simplified writing and thinking on international affairs, claiming that they alone are a sufficient audience. It is also untrue that most of the writings of foreign correspondents working for Western media (even surrogate correspondents) reflect their own national values and interests to a large extent. The same is true when such correspondents venture to explore those areas of the world that constitute the missing factor in international affairs, such as some of the post-Soviet nations. That, questionably, makes them more readable for the standard audience. Hence the updated version of the end of the Cold War-style portrayals, almost twenty years after the fall of the Berlin Wall and the dismemberment of the Soviet Union. For journalists, discourse about critical incidents suggests a way of attending to events that are instrumental for the continued well-being of the journalistic community. Those critical incidents are what Claude Lévi-Strauss once called “hot moments,” phenomena or events through which a society assesses its significance. If the end of the Cold War led foreign correspondents to reexamine the scope of their coverage, the recent upheavals in the post-Soviet space caused a renaissance of some journalistic rules, conventions, and practices that were adopted before and mostly during the 1989–91 period.

The Georgian, Ukrainian, and Kyrgyz experiences are portrayed as critical incidents since they—arguably—represented a definitive break with the Soviet legacy. Those revolutions sparked a second wave of democratization in the post-Soviet space. Only a few postcommunist countries managed to emulate the patterns of Western-style liberal democracy after the collapse of the USSR. Yet, there was still a democratizing bias in assessing political realities in the cases that were neither clearly democratic nor definitively authoritarian. These nondemocratic outcomes were given much less attention in the first years of the end of the Cold War and were largely treated as exceptional cases. The broader authoritarian tendencies in the region were generally overlooked, as many of the hybrid regimes were initially deemed as diminished forms of democracy rather than diminished forms of authoritarianism. The efforts to closely examine the nondemocratic regimes in the area occurred after some of the regimes were already established autocracies. This was the case in Georgia under Eduard Shevardnadze, in Ukraine under Leonid Kuchma, and in Kyrgyzstan under Askar Akayev. However, as the outcomes of the three color revolutions show, these regimes were somewhat more fragile than originally thought. Each transformation, regime change, or social revolution is usually divided into three stages: the period of the destruction of the old system, the period of transition, and the period of the construction of the new order. Before the democratic breakthroughs, Georgia, Ukraine, and Kyrgyzstan were in a transition period that blended elements of the old system with forerunners of the new order. When asked in 1992 by the Polish-Belarusian reporter Ryszard Kapuściński about the political situation in the former Soviet Union, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn stated that “the system that governs us is a combination of the old nomenklatura, the sharks of finance, false democrats, and the KGB. I cannot call this democracy—it is [a] repugnant, historically unprecedented hybrid, and we do not know in which direction it will develop.” That notion of “transitional period” was the answer to everything that was happening inside those countries. The main contents of a transitional period are...
implementing large-scale political and economic reforms, changing the regime, and creating a new quality of life. Nevertheless, the period of transition in Georgia, Ukraine, and Kyrgyzstan, instead of steering the country to liberal democracy, was marred by a turn toward authoritarianism. They needed that to destruct the ingrained reminiscence of the old system. There is then a link between these color revolutions and the ambivalent characteristic of international news that is related to continuities and discontinuities. Identifying something as news implies a discontinuity, a rupture, even an eruption, and these discontinuities acquire their meaning against a background of continuities. In these post-Soviet republics, the continuity was given while the regimes in these countries were “delegative democracies.” That was the scenario until Slobodan Milošević was toppled in Serbia when people started to pay more attention to these cases. One interesting feature about these democratic breakthroughs is how few analysts predicted them. Then, those regimes turned out to be “competitive authoritarianisms,” which made them more attractive to the media and started to set the stage to portray their forthcoming discontinuities in the form of popular revolts. If there are any replacements for the theme of the Cold War, two are democracy and the chaos of small states, and both fit into the analysis of the color revolutions.

### Staging a Revolution

“The country is the theatre, but the play is universal.”

—Ryszard Kapuściński

British political theorist Harold Laski asserted more than six decades ago that the problem with international news lies “at the heart of the major problems of the modern state.” By subscribing to this line of thinking, it is relevant to explain the political inferences that propagated the color revolutions. If the Georgian, Ukrainian, and Kyrgyz democratic breakthroughs have been widely covered by the Western media, emulating the patterns of the Eastern European revolutions of the 1989–91 period, it was not because the story was colorful and politically charged, but because it was politically substantial. They had considerable implications for the international community. Political context influences foreign news coverage, and, inside that scope, the story throughout modern history that popular forces motivated by radical democratic ideals have sought to combat structures of hierarchy and domination is widely known. However, following the Marcusean idea, the novel historical pattern of the color revolutions is “perhaps best reflected in the role played by a new sensibility in radically changing the style of the opposition.” And this revolutionary opposition was what made a politically substantial story become attractive. Those revolutionary task forces that drove the Kremlin’s favored candidates out of the race were colorful, mostly youthful, media savvy, and they formed the core of the demonstrations and
led the mass mobilizations. They also looked very similar to the 1989–91 revolutionaries. Nevertheless, this revolutionary class is media savvy, with front-line-holding tools: the logo and brand recognition. In the words of Antelava: “I think pictures of squares filled by protestors are attractive and compelling whether they are in post-Soviet Tbilisi or post-Hariri Beirut. Lots of people holding colorful slogans, flags, screaming loud slogans simply make good and easy telly. . . . It captures momentum. It is a story that sells. . . . People’s power makes sexy TV, and we buy into it.” These new revolutionaries were organized with militaristic precision, and, with Western support, they have succeeded. The emergence of this competitive democratic opposition was very newsworthy for countries with a history of one-party rule.

The use of the word “revolution” does not imply any radical change from the basis and any long-term consequences of these events, but rather only to identify that the pro-democracy movement in each case was successful in overthrowing the current regime. Some theorists refer to these events as “post-Soviet electoral revolutions,” while others call them a “second wave of democratization in the post-Communist world.” Generally speaking, issues on terminology are more chaotic than ambiguous, as is the case in defining revolutions. The color revolutions—like all major upheavals—posed questions of definition about the concept of revolution. Modern world history and the history of the international system cannot ignore the role of revolutions. This also applies to the history of modern foreign news coverage: the first correspondents on assignment working for the Western media were sent by English newspapers to cover the American and French Revolutions, respectively. Nonetheless, to call the series of events that led to regime changes in Georgia, Ukraine, and Kyrgyzstan revolutions is inaccurate. Hitherto, if journalists frequently use the word revolutions it is because there is no other term in the Western political lexicon to describe the collapse of a social system. It is also used because it is both very attractive and very descriptive for headlines or breaking news.

In the Western political tradition, the term “revolution” evokes an idea of a politically violent rupture with the ancien régime, while also implying an act of popular volition. On a very basic level—and avoiding any sort of essentialism to contextualize it inside a journalistic analysis—the three main ways of defining revolutions are by the intentions of the key activists (whether and to what extent they aim to transform state and society); by its outcomes (the changes of state and society they actually affect); and by the situations of multiple sovereignty, in which two or more competing parties (each governing part of a populace previously ruled by a single regime) battle for state power. Inside this theoretical framework, the color revolutions might be defined by their “intentions.” They are then a sort of rebellion that protests political abuses, but do not transform society and usually begin unintentionally, and conclude with unexpected and undesired results. Yet, revolutionaries believe in promoting their ideology beyond their frontiers as a way of strengthening their stance, which might provoke a “copycat effect” in neighboring nations. In these three cases, the revolutions’ names (Rose, Orange, and Tulip) accentuated their similarities with one another among both supporters (using them as blueprint for the own actions) and opponents (to be prepared to face them).

After the end of the Cold War, democracy became a catchphrase of political and media rhetoric. Concepts such as terrorism, fascism, peace, globalization, and integration, among others, trail behind in their usage. This is especially true of the West where politicians, theorists, and journalists regularly remind the public about totalitarianism and its inadmissi-
ble practices. The Soviet variant of totalitarianism is still used in the West as a boogeyman; it is presented as the only alternative to democracy. According to the commonly accepted opinion, which is widely praised by the Western media, the only choice is between totalitarianism (which is inadmissible) and democracy (as the inevitable option). Meanwhile, the experience of most post-Soviet states shows that rejection of totalitarianism does not mean an immediate transfer to democracy: democracy is not the complete absence of totalitarianism. The experience of post-Soviet democratization demonstrates that even if all formally necessary mechanisms for setting up democratic bodies of power were present in the newly democratized societies in 1991, their political elite is capable of self-reproduction to the same extent as in totalitarian regimes. The voters are invited to watch how the ruling party reproduces itself by toying with democracy. Those who went to the polls in the hope of changing something took part in a fictitious process; therefore, the public manifestations by those who wanted to replace the people came into being. They replaced the discredited election system and can be described, thus, as a form of people’s democratic involvement, the so-called change from below. The typical feature that led to the revolutionary experiences in the area was that fifteen years since the dismemberment of the Soviet Union, many of the post-Soviet republics were (while some still remain) ruled by members of the Soviet nomenklatura. Some republics, as the Georgian, Ukrainian, and Kyrgyz cases show, have freed themselves from the older leaders inherited from the Soviet times to the hooting of crowds and scathing criticism. This is a characteristic of the Soviet political legacy. In the Soviet Union, nearly every leader consolidated his authority by disgracing his predecessor: Stalin gradually removed Lenin from power; Khrushchev trampled on Stalin’s personality cult; Brezhnev plotted to topple Khrushchev; Gorbachev criticized all his predecessors; and Yeltsin never hesitated to criticize and humiliate Gorbachev. The events in Georgia, where Soviet-era ruler Eduard Shevardnadze was removed from power, in Ukraine, where the same happened to Leonid Kuchma, and in Kyrgyzstan, where Askar Akayev lost his post, demonstrate that the members of the former Soviet elite were removed according to Soviet patterns (a coup organized by a small group of elite members) with the difference being that they were tinged in democratic hues by the active involvement of the masses and political and communication technologists. The sorts of autocratic/authoritarian regimes nomenklatura-style politicians were running tended equally toward totalitarianism and democracy. They sparingly distributed rights and freedom while gradually delegating powers; they remain in control and keep the opposition in check; they let people appreciate freedom, yet they are never too lavish with it. It was in this context that the Western pro-democracy rhetoric came into being. Nonetheless, the base of the kind of political dissent that developed its actions in the post-Soviet space is, up to a certain point, inherited from the Velvet Revolution, in that its intellectual explanation comes from Václav Havel’s ideas regarding civil society. Havel put faith in a challenge “from below,” in the independent life of civil society outside the frame of state power. In his 1978 essay “Power of the Powerless,” he argued that the power of the people resides in the self-organization of civil society that defies the instrumental reason embodied in the state and the technological apparatuses of control and domination. Civil society designates the terrain of open struggle, a terrain in which the antagonisms can articulate themselves. Conversely, this notion of the power of the powerless can be perverted and manipulated as a stratagem to gain more power (as in the case of the new political elites), in the same way that today, for one’s voice to be heard, one has to legitimize it as being some kind of
victim of power. This globalized idea of victimization is also the basis for Western democracy promotion. This legitimizes the Western position that when the rulers of a sovereign state fail to accomplish the responsibility to protect its citizens, then the responsibility is transferred to the international community. This is a good starting point for media coverage on democracy promotion issues, because the media is a perfect means to mobilize sentiment-based empathy. As in the three cases of the color revolts, the media helped the process of long-term Western investment in civil society organizations. On the other hand, at the beginning of the new millennium, the Russian political establishment did not fully grasp that the great imperial phase was over, and it still indulged in irredentist and neo-imperial rhetoric with some of the former Soviet republics. Solzhenitsyn’s urgings for Russians to extirpate their “great power” complex and free themselves from the “imperial delirium” were ignored and Putin continued to offer unconditional support to the pro-Kremlin candidates in Georgia, Ukraine, and Kyrgyzstan. The current situation is the result of a rivalry among Russia, Europe, and the United States for influence throughout the former Soviet Union. According to Nick Paton Walsh, who has covered the three color revolutions for The Guardian: “The whole reason for Russia’s particular pain was that Ukraine rubbed their Cold War loss.” The economic struggle between the competing groups within each country also played a considerable role in setting the stage for the events. Last, the people’s discontent with the authorities’ policy during the almost fifteen years of their rule was a factor that led to the upheavals. Both Russia and the West revert to a Cold War mentality when their interests intersect. It was also very convenient for the media to present the revolutions as an extension of changes in the early 1990s. They were, in effect, the completion of those changes. Many of the new states in the former Soviet Union gave the impression of unfinished business. Clearly, the revolutions created an expectation of change and democratization. According to Steven Lee Myers, Moscow bureau chief of the New York Times: “Considering the historical context of the end of the Soviet Union, the events in Georgia, Ukraine and Kyrgyzstan have been portrayed, accurately, I think, as a second wave of democratization.” If foreign news coverage of politics and international relations is still a product of the existing frameworks of nationhood, then the political frameworks developed in this chapter have set the stages for the Western foreign correspondents to cover the revolutions as such.

**Framing a Revolution**

“The revolution passed from poetry into prose.”
—Václav Havel

The changes in the breakthrough of forces in the three post-Soviet nations show that an opposition led by the local elites, backed by a massive task force of mainly young protestors, drove the color revolutions. The legacies of the Serbian electoral breakthrough and the Velvet Revolution, provided the media a clear blueprint to put the three post-Soviet events inside a well-known frame.

As with the color revolutions, the principal theme of the Eastern European revolutions during what the sociologist Lord Ralf Dahrendorf has called the “annus mirabilis” of 1989 was “people power.” This implies that people could achieve anything if they took to the streets en masse in peaceful protest. The opening of the Berlin Wall was reported as a
government “giving way to the parliament of the streets”; even the security forces were “forced to retreat in the face of people’s power.” Hitherto, the certainty for journalism throughout the Cold War was the bipolar world of East and West that provided a framework for interpretation, a way of seeing the world and of reporting on a global scale. This Cold War template conformed the predictable patterns and narrative outcomes. This is a crucial point when the role of the Western media during that time is considered: they constructed their Cold War imagery both through and within one such main pattern or interpretative framework. Those patterns form the scripts to major events and the journalists have to count on their audience’s expectations. During the coverage of the color revolutions, the pictures of squares filled by peaceful protestors brought nostalgic memories of the Velvet Revolution to which the audiences could immediately relate. Writer and Bologna professor of semiotics Umberto Eco claims that the interpretation of something that is happening now and that we must immediately describe it “may well be one of those cases in which the conventional response is also the most effective.” The public will demand it, and, in these cases, the foreign correspondent will feel compelled to give it to them. The journalist then will prefer to tell an unfolding story in a familiar format. As described by a single script, the story of the Eastern European revolutions seemed at first to fit a single framework: people on the streets and nations breaking free from tyranny to embrace the freedom and democracy emulated from the West with new leaders addressing the crowds. Old assumptions became null and void. However, the question remains, then, whether Western media confection has met the challenge of interpreting that revolutionary change accurately. Those revolutions were then portrayed as the right story of democratic ideals in the same way as the color ones have been portrayed. Pierre Bourdieu’s idea of “master patterns,” by which he means “an infinite number of individual patterns directly applicable to specific situations are generated” is useful here. The problem is that although such master patterns help us sustain thought, they may also take the place of it. Whereas they should help us master reality with minimum effort, “they may also encourage those who rely on them not to bother to refer to reality.” If we accept this, we have to make a distinction between the actual framework, as the “deep structure” of thought and action and, for example, the instrumental “enemy image,” that rationalizes the ideological framework from where the color revolutions were portrayed. It also helps to understand how the reporting of the correspondents and the media shape our views of the world. Inside this structure, the pro-Kremlin candidates were given an “enemy image” while the Western aligned and pro-democratic political forces became glaring stars and the nonviolent masses gathered in the streets were the main heroes. These massive, nonviolent social movements contributed to the transformation of Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union between 1989 and 1991 as much as they did in the past three years. The 1989–91 revolutions were a culmination of an awakening in which citizens became increasingly vocal in expressing their grievances and insisting on governmental reforms. Timothy Garton Ash has described them as “non-violent explosions” with the claim “we have bare hands” becoming its leading chant. Also, they have been the main characteristic of those upheavals, and at the same time, the most attractive and colorful aspect depicted by Western media. The New York Times has described this as “a revolutionary people’s movement [that] has brought into motion a process of great change.”

The most precipitous transformation (and the most covered by the West) among Eastern European nations occurred in Czechoslovakia in 1989. The Velvet Revolution became
the insignia of any peaceful breakthrough that occurred afterward: “In the space of just a few weeks in November 1989, the Communist system in Czechoslovakia was brought to its knees. Massive protests on the streets of Prague forced the resignation of the hard-line Communist party rule in what became known as the ‘Velvet Revolution. . . .’”

The Czech opposition—noting that nonviolent resistance against Communist regimes succeeded in Poland after ten years, in Hungary after ten months, and in East Germany after ten weeks—thought accurately that it would take Czechoslovakia only ten days. Some of the most dramatic protests took place in Czechoslovakia and the Western correspondents were ready to report the events: “Czechoslovak boys and girls, wrapped in parkas against bitter cold, danced tonight in human chains through Prague’s lanes and boulevards, waving the red, white and blue flags of the nation that have become symbols of what the students call the ‘Velvet Revolution’, for its gentle quality. . . .”

Petition signing campaigns turned into regular public demonstrations, often in Wenceslas Square in downtown Prague, where thousands of Czechoslovakians listened to addresses by Václav Havel and by Alexander Dubček, the tragic hero of the Prague Spring of 1968. The rallies were highly charged events, and many observers have commented on the way in which the “crowds developed a collective voice that often spoke in unison and answered those addressing the crowds.” Regardless of who organized the collective voice, it left a significant impression on observers, contributed to a collective effervescence, and aided citizens in overcoming their fear of retaliation by authorities: “But the square was full of people drunk with joy. Soldiers in uniform, mad slogans pinned to their backs, walked up and down, arm in arm, waving flags. . . . The square belongs to the students. Draped in flags, wearing flags on their heads, waving them, holding them high, they strolled, singing and shouting up and down the square. . . .”

After continuous demonstrations by hundreds of thousands of people in Prague jangling keys as a form of protest, over half-a-million people gathered near Letna Park for the largest rally yet. As consequence, the Communist Party’s secretary general, Miloš Jakeš, alongside the Communist leadership, resigned. A few days later, Havel was installed as the new president on December 29, 1989: “Speaking to tens of thousands of Czechs and Slovaks who crammed into the city’s central Wenceslas Square for a festive demonstration of joy, Mr. Havel addressed once again the moral concerns of the revolution he had brought about. . . . ‘Let us keep it bright and pure,’ he said. ‘Truth and love must win out over lies and hate. . . .’”

This was “the first gentle revolution,” and the Western media brought a colorful and democratically tainted euphoria to it: “The phenomenal wave of democratic protest simply swept the old regime into the dustbin of history. . . . There can be no better way to commemorate the 200th anniversary of the French Revolution than by the Czechoslovak people’s revolution in the true spirit of ‘liberty, equality and fraternity.’”

“The 1989–91 revolutions were a culmination of an awakening in which citizens became increasingly vocal in expressing their grievances and insisting on governmental reforms.”
Although the coverage of the Velvet Revolution helped in spreading the gospel of peaceful revolutions and democratic values in the postcommunist sphere of influence, it took eleven years and a bloody civil war for Serbia to experience one. With democracy becoming a sort of transnational form of government, democratic ideals are now detaching themselves from national boundaries. It is claimed that globalization minimizes political differences within states by converting elections into trivial rituals; however, Serbians disproved that argument by using the polls to topple a tyrant. The Serb example was the definite experience that opened the doors to other electoral experiences in postcommunist countries while creating the foundations of mass protests toward the East, giving the media the perfect revival of the Eastern European revolutionary period.

In the former Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, Slobodan Milošević would have been overthrown earlier, but the wars he started (first in Slovenia, then Croatia and Bosnia, and later in Kosovo) helped him stay in power. In conditions of war, there is a natural tendency for people to rally around the government; competing politicians are forced to compete on the issue of patriotism where, by virtue of being out of power, they are at a disadvantage. The opposition can then be marginalized or branded as traitors, because the leadership is in a position where it can easily monopolize political discourse. In August 2000, it appeared that Milošević would have himself declared the winner in the September 24 elections. As election day approached, and the considerable strength the Democratic Opposition of Serbia led by Vojislav Koštunica became apparent, foreign observers began to speculate that Milošević would grant the need for a runoff and then try to steal it. After a favorable result for the opposition, the Federal Electoral Commission set runoff elections for October 8. Rather than agreeing to a second round, Koštunica insisted he was the president-elect and his supporters took their protests to the streets of Belgrade: “Over chants of ‘He is finished, he is finished!’ and ‘Arrest Sloba’ from the crowd, Koštunica said: ‘our weapon is the truth. What we are doing here today is making history.”

Facing Milošević’s intransigence, the opposition began a nationwide strike and by the end of the month there were signs that the army would not support the regime. Everything was shut down in Belgrade and elsewhere in support of the opposition’s claim to victory: “Revolutionary crowds are some of the bravest and most generous groups of people on earth. Nothing is too dangerous for them to attempt, or too precious for them to share. . . .”

On October 3, people marched on Milošević’s official residence. Milošević first dubbed his opponents “Western puppets,” then ordered the arrest of strike leaders. On October 5, as hundreds of thousands of angry Serbs descended on Belgrade, demonstrators stormed the Federal Assembly building, taking control of it and setting it on fire. The police responded violently at first, but eventually let demonstrators seize control. As euphorically reported by the BBC World Affairs editor, John Simpson:

It was the last eastern European communist domino to fall, but it happened to the same accompaniment as all the others, East Germany, Czechoslovakia, Romania and Russia itself. The same whistles and plastic trumpets, the same loud chanting, the same belief that because so many people were out in the streets they must be invincible, and yet the same occasional moments of panic, when a bunch of policemen emerged. . . . It wasn’t entirely a revolution of velvet like the Czechoslovak one was, partly because this is the Balkans, not peaceable
Central Europe. . . . But that was pretty rare and when demonstrators brought out hat-stands, chairs and policemen’s helmets from the parliament building, it was more in the spirit of souvenir hunting than looting. . . . A revolutionary crowd with its spirit up can do anything and policemen or soldiers, who are merely armed with guns, quickly understand that they can’t do much against that kind of thing. . . .103

By the end of the day, Koštunica was declared president and the Western media were reporting with the same joy as during the Velvet Revolution: “Huge crowds are on the streets of Belgrade, celebrating what appears to be the overthrow of President Milošević after a day of mass protests.”104

The October 2000 events were not just another occurrence of shock-and-awe elections that brought in a new era of political development. They established a pattern of regime change: the “electoral revolution.”105 This gave the media the first revival of the 1989–91 scenarios. For Peter Finn, the Washington Post Moscow correspondent, the Serbian template “contained some of the elements that came to be seen as critical” in the coverage of the color revolutions.106 This framework, blended with the peaceful, Velvet Revolution, established the basis for the coverage of the color revolutions. According to Robert Cottrell of The Economist, “the Serbian revolution established the toolbox, or the mechanism” for the Western media.107 One can claim that the color breakthroughs were a continuation of the war among the oligarchic clans, but under different denominations and using more up-to-date methods. The tactic of revolution organization108 in Ukraine—in which Georgia’s recent experience was used, but it did not lead to such harsh collisions as occurred in Kyrgyzstan—confirms this. These colorful revolutionary tactics gave the news media the missing novelty factor in their coverage of the color revolutions. This blended with the basis of the Czechoslovakian and Serbian scenarios and provided the final version of the journalistic script that proclaimed a “new era”109 in each of the three countries and it was used as a template for the coverage of the revolutions. This rhetoric took place in a polemical context, because “transformative media events are utopian, yet also, as we know, somehow subversive.”110 The color revolutions were not simply media events, because even staged as events reminiscent of a previous era they were catalysts for positive changes. However, they took the form of media events with all the characteristics of the challenge. As a journalist from the New York Times wrote regarding the events in Prague in 1989: “It was powerful political theatre, the raw drama of protest, sponsored by the target of protest.”111 The media clearly revived this during the Georgian, Ukrainian, and Kyrgyz upheavals. The examples of Serbia and Czechoslovakia were a reference point, as they are seen as a second or belated revolt. The Soviet Union’s collapse resulted in authoritarian leaders losing power, and reports often depicted the revolutions as resulting from the failures of the first generation of postcommunist governments. In other words, the public finally recoiled from the manipulation of elections and other symbols of democracy, and everything was given a Cold War tinge.

The Orange Revolution is a good example. Western audiences were naturally drawn to the story and its many other compelling elements—a poisoned candidate versus the former criminal, the daily concerts, hundreds of people taking to the streets despite freezing weather, and the color orange. According to Helen Fawkes, a BBC correspondent in Kyiv: “There were so many elements which made it in one of the biggest stories of the year. There is no denying the ‘Orange Revolution’ was also a media event, planned for the age of rolling news.”112 As Czech writer Milan Kundera once claimed: “[Revolution is a] deed which has got out of hand, it has escaped from under the control of its creators.”113
The United Colors of Revolution: The Rose, the Orange, and the Tulip

The Georgian democratic breakthrough of November 2003, commonly known as the Rose Revolution, is the milestone of the new revolutionary culture that was contagious to its former Soviet counterparts and resurrected the velvet rhetoric of the late 1980s and early 1990s. This oratory is clearly shown in the reports by Western correspondents. Rob Parsons, a senior correspondent of Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty (RFE/RL) was then the BBC’s Georgia analyst. He expressed back in 2003:

In Georgia, a distant echo of the revolutions that swept Eastern Europe in 1989. Even the language sounds the same, Misha Saakashvili, the leader of Georgia’s National Movement, speaks of a “bloodless revolution”, even a “velvet revolution”, recalling the end of communism in Czechoslovakia. As chance would have it, the victim of Saakashvili’s “revolution” is a former Communist Party boss—Eduard Shevardnadze, ruler of Georgia for the best part of 30 years. . . . After days of demonstrations, capped on Saturday by an enormous rally in Tbilisi’s Liberty Square, he and his supporters barged their way into a parliament due to begin its first session after the 2 November highly flawed parliamentary elections. It was a heavily symbolic moment—no subtlety, just a brutal statement of intent. The people of Georgia, represented by a vast crowd on the streets, had simply had enough. Crucially, the security forces did not intervene. . . .

During its struggle for independence from Moscow, a nationalist and semi-autocratic leader, Zviad Gamaskhurdia, was elected president, but shortly afterwards he was ousted in a violent coup that brought the former Soviet Politburo member and former Georgian First Secretary Eduard Shevardnadze into power. In the first fifteen years after independence, Georgians have constantly faced civil war, separatist movements, economic malaise, rigged elections, and a dysfunctional government.

Those years of political and social dissatisfaction included two flawed elections in favor of Shevardnadze in 1999 and 2000, and the dismissal of his government in 2001. Public dissatisfaction with the ruling authorities resulted in significant opposition gains in local elections held in mid-2002, and attention subsequently focused on the 2003 parliamentary election.

As written in a story by Natalia Antelava, BBC correspondent in Tbilisi, “it felt almost like toppling Slobodan Milošević all over again.” Unmistakable parallels to the Serbian electoral experience of 2000 were, alongside velvet ones, then common currency in the reports by Western journalists:

. . . Georgia’s new power brokers are following in the footsteps of the opposition movement, which deposed Yugoslavia’s president, Slobodan Milosevic, in October 2000 after a similar popular uprising. . . . Members of Serbia’s opposition organisation Otpor (Resistance) slipped into Georgia to run training courses in civil disobedience for thousands of students. Financed by the George Soros foundation, they organised the mostly student opposition under the slogan Kmara! (Enough!) which was modelled on the Serbian anti-Milosevic slogan “You’re cooked!” . . . All the demonstrators knew the tactics of the revolution in Belgrade by heart. Everyone knew what to do. This was a copy of that revolution, only louder.

The factor that sparked the revolution arrived when Shevardnadze, and the coalition party behind him (Alliance for the New Georgia), tried to tamper with the 2003 parliamentary elections. Then, opposition factions of the parliament, headed by reformers, insisted on canceling the official results and together with Georgian nongovernmental organizations
NGOs backed by Western advocates, monitored the elections. They claimed that parallel vote counts and exit polls, which were showing different results, were more credible. According to those results, the opposition was the winner. Georgians who were loyal to the opposition demonstrated against the election outcomes. The revolution took as its symbol a red rose held by Mikheil (Misha) Saakashvili, a lawyer and member of the Georgian elite who led the protest movement, when he and his supporters stormed into the Parliament building:

A revolution of the kind, that this turbulent and volatile region [the Caucasus] has never seen before. . . . Not one person was injured, not a drop of blood was spilled. And the only weapons used were red roses. Tens of thousands of demonstrators took to the streets to protest against the flawed results of a parliamentary election. Mr Shevardnadze told protesters they risked civil war and he deployed hundreds of soldiers onto the streets of Tbilisi. . . . It was then that the students first decided to give red roses to the soldiers. Many soldiers laid down their guns.

“People were kissing the police and military, it was really spectacular.” . . . And the roses of course which people had with them, which Misha carried with him into the parliament hall, that was the moment when people said that it was a rose revolution. . . .

Eventually, Shevardnadze was forced to resign, and this was welcomed, ultimately, by Western reporters with an enthusiastically velvet-style rhetoric: There is euphoria among the tens of thousands of people here gathered in front of the parliament building. “The ‘velvet revolution’ that the opposition was talking about has actually happened. There’s been no bloodshed and it would appear that the military are firmly on the side of the opposition. . . .”

Similar to the Velvet Revolution almost fifteen years ago, Western journalists also eulogized the Rose Revolution: “The ouster of Georgian President Eduard Shevardnadze is being praised as an example of a popular uprising that was accomplished without bloodshed. . . . The peaceful uprising in Georgia is being called the ‘Revolution of Roses’ by the Georgian opposition . . .”

A few weeks later Saakashvili was elected president. The jubilation of the “Rose Revolution” has now dissipated amid the difficulties of transition and unfulfilled expectations. The Financial Times published an op-ed written by Saakashvili, where he admits: “[. . . it] is much easier to make a revolution than it is to transform a failed state into a well-performing democracy.”

Despite this, the revolutionary euphoria sparked by the Georgians arrived in a much stronger form to another former Soviet republic: the Ukraine. The Western media played a fundamental role in this successful arrival, using the Rose Revolution as the newly born template of this new revolutionary wave based on the Czechoslovakian and Serbian experiences. In Kyiv’s Independence Square, a uniform mass painted in orange signaled the rise of a powerful civic movement, a skilled political opposition coming from an oligarchic background and a determined middle class that had come together to stop the ruling nomenklatura-style elite from falsifying a presidential election favoring the pro-Kremlin candidate, Viktor Yanukovych. The masses, one more time, took to the streets to defend their vote and their chosen candidate, Viktor Yushchenko. As was the case in Georgia, foreign correspondents played a central role:

Convinced the election was being stolen from the rightful victor, supporters of Western-leaning opposition leader Yushchenko poured into Kiev’s Independence Square to demand that their
man be recognized as the winner. City residents mixed with swarms of protesters from across the country, all of them wearing something orange, the color of Yushchenko’s Our Ukraine party. Despite heavy snow and freezing temperatures, the crowd was in a festive mood, eager to embrace Yushchenko’s orange revolution against the country’s Moscow-backed old guard. . . . Pro-Yushchenko youth organizers, some of them trained by the same dissidents who helped coordinate successful electoral revolutions in Serbia and Georgia, rallied volunteers with rock music, puppet shows and free food. Even Poland’s famed Solidarity leader Lech Wałęsa made an appearance, telling the crowd: “I opposed the Soviet Union and I opposed communism and I came out victorious. Ukraine has a chance! . . .”

Over the next few weeks, through harsh cold and sleet, millions of Ukrainians staged nationwide, nonviolent protests. The epicenter was a concert stage in the middle of Maidan or Independence Square. One of the key players of the revolution, Yulia Tymoshenko, told the press that “Maidan will not go anywhere.” The Western media were, once more, reporting with a velvet-style rhetoric:

It felt like a democratic fairy-tale. On the night of November 21st, after the polls had closed in the second round of the presidential election, tens of thousands of euphoric Ukrainians gathered in Kyiv’s Independence Square to celebrate what the exit polls suggested would be a victory for Victor Yushchenko. Swathed in orange, the colour of Mr Yushchenko’s campaign, they were entertained by rock bands and addressed by elated Yushchenko allies as a gentle snow fell. The flag of Georgia, where another corrupt government was toppled a year ago, flew among the orange banners. . . . Both he [Yushchenko] and Yulia Tymoshenko, his glamorous demagogic sidekick, have called for a general strike. There are parallels with what happened in Georgia . . .

Leonid Kuchma’s regime became such that, as Timothy Garton Ash wrote, “even sober analysts describe it as ‘gangocracy.’” Now, his prime minister, Viktor Yanukovych, was running against a former prime minister, Viktor Yushchenko, who had joined the opposition after the oligarch-led, pro-Kuchma factions in Parliament voted to dismiss his cabinet in 2001.

The Orange Revolution was more spectacular and colorful than the Rose Revolution; Ukraine was a bigger story and Georgia prepared the media for it, and it set a new landmark in the postcommunist space. Similar to the Velvet Revolution, Ukraine’s Orange Revolution was the climax of the new wave of revolutions in the post-Soviet space. It was a fantastic story that perfectly fit on a velvet stage: a pro-Kremlin candidate invested in white and blue colors, facing a pro-West one embracing the orange of the masses. The latter one, poisoned by the secret services, addressed the crowds with a disfigured face. The already-in-use template proved handy for foreign correspondents:

We must salute the courage of the people of Ukraine. They have ejected their corrupt masters from power, challenged western indifference and rebuffed the Kremlin’s imperial ambitions. They have opened up opportunities for themselves, for the west and even for Russia. Fifteen years ago a wave of revolutions swept across central and eastern Europe. Two years
later, the Soviet Union disintegrated. Earlier this year, we saw one long-delayed consequence of the end of the Soviet empire: the enlargement of the European Union. Now we celebrate another: Ukraine’s ‘Orange Revolution.’

Faithful to their template, journalists placed the Ukrainian democratic upheaval alongside the other revolutionary examples: “The presidential election result in Ukraine is another striking example of the ‘people power’ which has swept central and eastern Europe over the last 15 years. The ‘Orange Revolution’ will take its place alongside the ‘Velvet Revolution’ in former Czechoslovakia, the ‘Rose Revolution’ in Georgia and all the other revolutions which might not have a name but which certainly had an effect.”

The critical incident of the Orange Revolution added something to the international media coverage patterns and, since then, both editors and journalists become excited the minute they see an opposition activist waving an orange flag in the former Soviet space, something that was seen in Kyrgyzstan a few months after the Orange Revolution, and, more recently, in the March 19, 2006, Belarussian elections.

Before the Serbian revolution, Timothy Garton Ash wrote that “Europe doesn’t end, it fades away.” He seemed to have predicted another democratic breakthrough in a former Soviet republic: Kyrgyzstan. Here, the Tulip Revolution was more Serbian and less velvet in style: it was marred by looting and people storming government buildings. The organized and nonviolent characteristics of the Rose and Orange revolutions have faded away, even the Kyrgyz opposition admitted they had not planned a revolution to topple the president. Yet, with the Georgian and Ukrainian examples so fresh in their memories, the rhetorical revolutionary inertia developed by the Western media arrived in Central Asia, gaining momentum one more time: “The outside world has been watching events unfolding in Kyrgyzstan with a mixture of excitement and fear. Excitement because this could be the beginning of another ‘velvet revolution’ in a former Soviet country. Fear because in such a poor and volatile region as Central Asia, it may not be as non-violent or democratic as those in Ukraine or Georgia.”

In 1991, Kyrgyzstan’s independence was met with tepid enthusiasm as there was no credible flag or other legitimate national symbols around which people might rally. They would not have gained independence if the Soviet Union had not collapsed. Kyrgyzstan, therefore, was left with no option but to accept this shift in political power and to proceed with the task of building an independent state.

Askar Akayev, whom the Supreme Soviet elected president in 1990, began increasing his powers by controlling the opposition and rigging the polls. A government reshuffle in 2004 and the expansion of the presidential administration’s press service indicated that Akayev was strengthening his position in preparation for the 2005 parliamentary and presidential elections. Mindful of the opposition’s success in Georgia and Ukraine, the authorities continued to harass opposition activists in the run-up to the February 2005 election. Discontent at the authorities’ handling of the elections, in which pro-administration figures won an overwhelmingly majority, resulted in protests almost immediately after the second round, held in March 2005. Initially concentrated in the south of the country, the demonstrations, which blamed Akayev for the flawed election, soon spread nationwide. Initially resisting calls for his resignation, a mass protest forced Akayev to flee the country and Kurmanbek Bakiyev, leader of one of the opposition blocs, was appointed prime minister and acting president: “It’s the victory of the people. . . . The protesters want the president to annul the results and rerun the election. Comparisons have been made with the political upheaval in other former Soviet states in recent years.”

The Tulip Revolu-
tion was more violent\textsuperscript{137} than the other color ones. But this only slightly altered the coverage. Even with a different scenario, reference was common currency; for journalists, the story was clearly colorful following the excitement of the Orange Revolution:

First came the Rose revolution in Georgia, then the Orange Revolution in Kyiv. Is it now time for Tulips? Another people power revolt has erupted in the former Soviet Union. . . . On a bright spring morning last Thursday in Kyrgyzstan’s capital, Bishkek, thousands of protesters, armed with sticks and stones, stormed the White House, the government’s seat of power. . . . Kyrgyzstan’s Tulip Revolution came just three months after Ukraine’s Orange Revolution and 16 months after Georgia’s Rose Revolution. In all three cases, peaceful street demonstrations over rigged elections brought down corrupt, out-of-touch regimes with strong ties to Moscow.\textsuperscript{138}

Scenes of mass protest in Kyrgyzstan prompted some Western media, such as the Financial Times, to observe that “the democratic revolutions of Georgia and Ukraine seem to be provoking central Asian imitation.” With Kyrgyzstan on the revolutionary map, comparisons with recent upheavals were inevitable. The Washington Post was concerned, however, that “the latest uprising against autocracy is not proceeding as smoothly—or as peacefully—as its predecessors.”\textsuperscript{139} Why was this the case? Was it people power, mob rule, an insiders’ stitch-up, or just a mess? Undoubtedly, the Tulip Revolution was an unsavory blend of all four.\textsuperscript{140} Peter Finn from the Washington Post admits that, “we continue to cite the country [Kyrgyzstan], almost in rote, along with Ukraine and Georgia, but I think it’s a very different place.”\textsuperscript{141} Nevertheless, the Western media were not ready to change their coverage script. This rhetoric is clearly expressed by a commentator from The Economist: “The transition toward democracy [in Kyrgyzstan] may be rapid, as in most of Eastern Europe—or just glacial. An absolute precondition, though, is to get the autocrats out of power. In most cases, what follows will be better.”\textsuperscript{142} The Tulip upheaval perfectly sums up the coverage of the three color revolutions by illustrating the arguments of mirror, witness, and transmitter via continuities/discontinuities and the narratives that the media provides their readers (more mirror in Georgia, more transmitter in Ukraine, and more witness in Kyrgyzstan). There are reader-friendly reasons for this: it gives coherence to events and makes them comprehensible. Besides, some of the continuities are legitimate as descriptions (to a certain extent, there was a second wave of democratization in the area). However, there are clear limitations to these continuities and grand historical narratives (such as the Velvet Revolution). One is that they encourage simplifications and those simplifications encourage readers and commentators to impose their default interpretations of the world on these specific events (e.g., the ease with which people assume these were simply Western-made revolutions and that, ipso facto, there must be some nefarious aims involved and nothing else). They also encourage an elemental interpretation of events (e.g., a “wave” of democracy against the authoritarian status quo consciousness and a sort of “Machiavellian” manipulations of events) rather than an analytical view of events. (What factors enabled the revolution? Why did it happen now?) There is also an associated flipside to these continuities, and that is, simply, that there are huge discontinuities in the coverage of these regions—which was clear in Kyrgyzstan. It is important to highlight that, however good a journalist is, it makes a difference if he or she has not been exploring a country’s issues for years and has, at most, just covered some of the events. Some issues and factors simply are overlooked in the hurry to write about “far away countries about which we know little,”\textsuperscript{143} which precludes alternative narratives.
Conclusion

The three revolutions followed a near-identical trajectory spearheaded by local elites, Western democratization advocates, and Russian spying and assassination attempts. As stated by the Belarusian scholar Vitaly Silitski: “It could seem as if we have been watching the same play simply performed against a new backdrop”; Miloš Jakeš and Slobodan Milošević become Eduard Shevardnadze then Leonid Kuchma or Viktor Yanukovych (or Askar Akayev). Václav Havel and Vojislav Koštunica are reincarnated as Mikheil Saakashvili who, in turn, becomes Viktor Yushchenko, who ends up being Kurmanbek Bakiyev. Yulia Tymoshenko “brings to mind” Alexander Dubček. The masses gathered in the squares resembles the Czech students that are revived in Serbia’s youth movement Otpor that “finds new clothing” in Georgia’s Kmara!, Ukraine’s Pora, and Kyrgyzstan’s Kel Kel. But the fact is that these color revolutions resembled more the Hungarian, Bulgarian, and Romanian breakthroughs in 1989 than they did the Czechoslovak Velvet Revolution that same year. Instead of Yushchenko, Saakashvili, and Bakiyev as Havels, the media could have noted the “palace coup” and “elite driven” quality of these revolutions instead, possibly comparing these figures not with Havel but with Ion Iliescu, Imre Pozsgay, Gyula Horn, and Petur Mladenov. This way, the press not only could have played a more realistic role in assessing the nature of these revolutions themselves, but also would have likely led its readers to have more realistic expectations of the outcomes. Much of Yushchenko’s failure is attributed to his association with the previous regime and his reluctance to break with it. At best, Yushchenko could have been compared with similar democratic figures with ties to the previous regime that also failed to bring about the radical changes expected of them. These include Zhelyu Zhelev of Bulgaria, Boris Yeltsin of Russia, and Emil Constantinescu of Romania. Similar to Yushchenko, these presidents played a liberating role but failed to consolidate their power and enact reforms. Like Yushchenko, they also directed their wrath and obstructed, and ultimately dismissed, more radical-minded prime ministers. Yushchenko’s relations with Tymoshenko seemed to be a déjà vu of Zhelev’s relations with Philip Dimitrov; Yeltsin’s with Yegor Gaidar; and Constantinescu’s with Victor Ciorbea. Ukraine certainly did not resemble Havel’s Czechoslovakia, where Charter 77 dissidents took over the government, a lustration law was passed, and the seductive structures of the previous regime did not lure Havel. Yet, in terms of emulating portrayals, the Czech revolution was much more seductive for journalists—and much more present in the collective imagery—than its Hungarian, Bulgarian, or Romanian counterparts.

While watching the scenarios described in the past three years by Western reporters who refocused attention on the former Soviet Union there is not much of a difference, almost twenty years after the end of the Cold War, from those times, because it is true that a grand narrative and continuity will be picked up much more quickly and voiced more widely and loudly than the kind of alternative narratives that real experts can provide. That holds true even when a very good journalist mentions alternative narratives and highlights other factors: these are still new ideas and need to be adopted by readers and commentators, but that takes time and in the heat of a revolution ideas do not have the time to mature, spread, and gain public credence. Reporters are social actors of a respective social reality, and the temptation to look around for reference points at the time of reporting is substantial. Similar decisions taken by political actors (especially when faced with a deadline) hardly conform to the assumption of a rational decision based on perfect information. The field of cognitive theory can also explain this phenomenon with cognitive psychology theories that...
explain real-world decision making, which can also be applied to the journalists who covered the color revolutions. They include terms such as groupthink, bounded rationality, bias, heuristics, and mental maps. Heuristics can be termed as “shortcuts to rationality [that] allow individuals to reduce complicated problem-solving tasks to simple judgments; they are strategies for managing information overload. . . . In the availability heuristic, we draw inferences based on whatever pattern or frame of reference is most available and therefore most easily comes to mind.” A mental map also catalogs and simplifies decision-making, and is defined as “the cognitive frame on the basis of which historians of international relations, like diplomats and others who think and act internationally, orient themselves in the world.” Journalists covering the color revolutions in the former Soviet republics have found a useful mental map in Czechoslovakia. According to Rob Parsons of RFE/RL: “I think the Color Revolutions were seen by the media as a natural continuation of the earlier revolutions.” The readers, like reporters and editors, responded to the fact that, in Tbilisi, Kyiv, and Bishkek, there were hundreds of thousands of people massed in the streets; however, another part of what made the stories compelling was Russia’s angry reaction.

After this revival, it is surely not a coincidence that some of the headlines in the past year were puzzling, worrying, and related to Russia and some of the former Soviet republics. Despite a new era, the media still portrays relations with Cold War musings. This rhetoric that reemerged during the color revolutions was a reflection of the sharply divergent reactions of Europe and the United States versus Putin’s Russia. Most of these stories have been sparked by the idea that Putin is retaliating against those post-Soviet republics that favor the West. It is no secret, though, that the United States and Britain, like the rest of the European Union, support the development of civil society in Russia, as it more or less successfully did with Georgia, Ukraine, and Kyrgyzstan. Furthermore, the media are the perfect means to promote, support, and encourage that end. It is hard to know what is really going on inside the massive and intricate post-Soviet patchwork, and this is probably—alongside nostalgia—what makes it attractive to Western audiences and foreign correspondents; it gives both the journalist and the viewer a real sense of history in the making.

In this article, the questionable objectivity of Western journalists has been discussed. However, even if there are times when the ways in which the news media presents the world are criticized, the nature of news and a sense of the conditions of its production process should be maintained. Moreover, the main concern is the way that international news, with its biases and limitations, interacts with other understandings about the world and its regions. The flow of news becomes variously embedded in other sets of practices and ideas, which are part of personal experience or public culture. In the later stages of the revolutions, “as soon as the action begins to diminish in scope and the players,” activities can no longer be considered hard news, the media begin to question their role in the crisis. At this point, the questions of whether this or that media were the object of manipulation (democracy promotion argument), and whether in their quest for colorful images the media warped reality, are raised. Then the media can reply saying that, yes, there might have been some mistakes, but democracy emerged strengthened in this case because they arguably won the battles, thanks to the widespread distribution of information. Moreover, news is a perishable commodity and one cannot do hindsight, as one does not get that practical chance. Regarding the Orange Revolution, British-Ukrainian correspondent Askold Krushelnycky wrote that “journalists are not supposed to take sides, but in a situation that
is loaded with emotions it can be impossible not to, especially if one has come to know a place and its people closely. Objectivity, however, is more than uncritically allowing both sides to have their say, particularly when one of them is a proven liar." Yet, journalism is cluttered with practices that should generate questions about journalists’ ability to act as authoritative reporters of real-world events. From news gathering to news presentation, journalists’ authority is often derived from the fact that the public cannot verify what they have done. This situates the establishment of journalistic authority within the hands of journalists, and their authority is informed by their own decisions about how, why, and in what way they turn ordinary events into news stories. The argument can be made that in the rush to get the story first, important facts are not corroborated or explained, leaving stories deeply flawed, because even if the basics are right, the complexities and nuances that are so important in international affairs are likely to be glossed over or ignored. Nevertheless, foreign correspondents have advanced the means through which the peoples of the world communicate with each other, and that is their cause, their contribution to their profession and their time that goes alongside their cosmopolitan ambition of wanting to be sensitive to every country and to every epoch. This may even be extended to the branding of the revolutions: Václav Havel always insisted that the term “Velvet Revolution” came originally from a foreign journalist in Prague in 1989. Following that trend, almost fifteen years later, Steven Lee Myers of the New York Times explains: “The ‘Color Revolutions’ became clear as a trend only after the events in Ukraine. Out of curiosity, I went back and checked our stories. The words ‘Orange Revolution’ did not appear until a story of mine on December 9 [2004].”

Hitherto, for many, these color revolutions have proved to be more a sort of colorful media events than successful and long-lasting political projects and that may lead us to criticize the professionalism of the reporting in the sense that it should have not been framed inside a particular framework. These events have shown that the political opposition leaders did not want serious changes, presenting their demonstration against the authorities to the news media as a revolution to mobilize the population, which was promised radical changes with the arrival of new, honest, and uncorrupted people at the helm. Apropos problems with (and among) the new political elites are sad and they may have not brought what they promised, but they do not erase what the will of the people have achieved: the greatest and most lasting legacy of these revolutions is that they marked a “psychological watershed” for the post-Soviet citizens. They learned their voices counted and they could have a say in their countries’ destinies. Whatever one thinks of what happened or how well the political changes turned out, or how accurate they have been reported, these were significant, historic events that have affected millions of lives. After so many years of tsarist, Communist, and postcommunist hard-line rulers, it is too early to say if these revolutions will prove truly effective, leaving aside what the media might tell us; how these revolutions will develop will depend on the citizens themselves.
despite the accuracy of the reporting. The French Revolution brought the guillotine and an emperor, but its ideals lasted longer and have been highly contagious.\textsuperscript{160} It is up to the Georgians, the Ukrainians, and the Kyrgyz to remember for what they fought, and for their neighbors to take a closer look at those recent events. Then, if they have any doubts, they can check that up inside old newspapers and magazines because, if the color revolutions were great media events, it was because they shaped history.
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\textbf{NOTES}

9. In Georgia and Kyrgyzstan, although the fraudulent elections were for the legislature, the conflict was still resolved by the resignation of the current president and the election of an opposition leader in a subsequent early election (author’s note).
11. It is not possible to ascribe the changes of the period 1989–91 merely to live broadcasting, satellite television, or increased international communications. On the other hand, it is similarly difficult to see how such changes could have taken place without those factors. Barry Elliott, former head of the BBC Central European Services, claimed in 1992: “In terms of keeping hope alive and spreading democratic ideas of really putting it to the people that there were alternatives, yes, I think we did have a role. We were not propounding a change of regime—that wasn’t part of our job—but we were stimulating the democratic process, and providing a whole range of views; by reporting strikes and demonstrations that people would not have heard about from their own media we encouraged them to come out and demonstrate.” Andrew Walker, \textit{A Skyful of Freedom: 60 Years of the BBC World Service} (London: Broadside, 1992), 128. By the same token, when asked about the influence of the covert broadcasts of Radio Free Europe in Poland, the reply by Lech Wałęsa, leader of the Solidarność movement was simply: “Could there be an earth without sun?” Philip M. Taylor, \textit{Global Communications, International Affairs and the Media since 1945} (London: Routledge, 1997), 86.
17. From the author’s e-mail interview with Natalia Antelava, BBC correspondent in Tbilisi, Georgia. March 7, 2006.
19. Cohen, 123.
20. Ibid.
21. The survival of this “democratic value” that these cases are trying to promote are ensured as the media see and hear events and act as a watchdog; they can also add credibility or otherwise, to an event (author’s note based on Ibid).
22. Ibid., 123.
23. Ibid., 132.
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